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ü Completeness: Remove the uncertainty of the interpretation itself!
ü Clarity: Precise definition of "contribution / significance"!

Visualization

Effect Cause

contribution 
/ significance

Clear attributionData：Noise

Model：Misclassification

Interpretation：Uncertainty

2Motivation→Method→Experiment→Conclusion

Interpretable methods need completeness and clarity
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Interpretable methods need completeness and clarity

Lack completeness: e.g., CAM、Grad-CAM

Lack clarity: e.g., Integrated Gradients

CAM：
Observation-based

Grad-CAM：
Based on Taylor 
expansion; Large 
approximation error!

Axioms:
1: Linearity
2: Dummy player
3: Effectiveness

BUT path choice influences 
attribution results
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(1) Preliminary: path methods

Line integral 
expansion

Definition of 
attributions

Completeness

IG (2017)
p Straight line path in 

spatial domain 

BlurIG (2020)
p Straight line path in 

frequency domain 

GuidedIG (2021)
p Adjust paths based 

on the gradient 
fluctuation

Different path functions 
� lead to ambiguity 
in attribution results!

Path methodsLine integral from source �� to target �� 
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(2) Path selection criterion

Path selection criterion

A path function � is said to satisfy Concentration Principle 
if attribution � achieves the max ��� � = 1

�
 �=1

�  �� − � 2

p Intuitive understanding: the isotropic field 
centered on the averaged point 

Definition 1 (Concentration Principle)

Concrete examples
Example 1：
p For a 3-feature case, this principle prefers 

(0.7, 0.2, 0.1) to (0.4, 0.3, 0.3)
Example 2：
p For visual data, this principle leads to 

sparse and aesthetic attributions
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(3) Approximate solution derivation

Data distribution assumption Propositions

Hard to solve: �∗ = ���min
�∈Γ

1
�
 �=1

�  �� � − � �  
2

We assume the additive process {��, � ≥ 0} as the Brownian 
motion and �� ∼ � 0, ��  if without any constraint condition

Assumption 1 (Allocation as Brownian motion)

p NOT directly assumed the Brownian motion 
under the condition  �� = �

��
The key is to solve the joint 
conditional distribution

� �1, �2, ⋯, ��  ��� = � 

By Brownian motion assumption, the conditional joint 
distribution � �|�� = �  is  a multivariate Gaussian 
distribution as:

Proposition 1 (Joint conditional distribution)

p Explanation: (�� =  �=1
� �� )

p For any i,j, conditional covariance ��� ��, �� |�� = � =− �/�

p For any i，conditional expectation � ��│�� = � = ��/�，which 
indicates that random paths tend to linear perturbations
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(3) Approximate solution derivation

Data distribution assumption Propositions

Hard to solve: �∗ = ���min
�∈Γ

1
�
 �=1

�  �� � − � �  
2

We assume the additive process {��, � ≥ 0} as the Brownian 
motion and �� ∼ � 0, ��  if without any constraint condition

Assumption 1 (Allocation as Brownian motion)

p NOT directly assumed the Brownian motion 
under the condition  �� = �

��
The key is to solve the joint 
conditional distribution

� �1, �2, ⋯, ��  ��� = � 

The covariance matrix of the multivariate Gaussian 
distribution tends to �� as � → ∞

Proposition 2 (Asymptotic property)

p Explanation:
p Probability approximation: The original distribution is 

approximated by � �|� = � �|�  ���
�/ ��  with tolerable error

p Asymptotically independence: The conditional covariance 
��� ��, ��  �� = �  tends to 0

p Conclusion:
p Employ the greedy optimization method to assign 

attributions to pixels in turn!
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(4) Greedy optimization algorithm

Complete algorithm flow
Initialization: model �，data point ��，baseline point ��

(1) �� ← ��，the target direction is �� = �� − ��

(2) Forward propagation: compute prediction scores 
�� = � ��  
(3) Backward propagation: compute gradients �� = ���� ��  

(4) Find the optimal projection gradient argmax
��

|�� �� ���| 

along ��, where �� indicates the mask

(5) Update �� ← �� + �� �� , return step (2), until the end

Output: decomposition path �� =  ����� � →  ��� � ��
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Qualitative visualization results

p Verification of Concentration Principle p Visualization comparison
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Quantitative result analysis

p Deletion/Insertion metrics

p Significantly outperformed all comparison 
methods on Deletion/Insertion

p Sensitivity-N check

p The infinitesimal constrant ensures 
the completeness of attributions
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p Take-home message
n Core thoughts: Axiomatic design for unique Path selection 

for clarity and approximation assumption for fast computation

n Concentration Principle: This Heuristic searching target 
makes attributions sparse and aesthetic

n Greedy algorithm: Greedy algorithm is used to solve the 
nearly-optimal solution under Brownian motion assumption

n Limitation: The algorithm cannot guarantee strict global 
optimal, and attributions depend on properties of models!

Motivation→Method→Experiment→Conclusion
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Thanks


